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The art--and craftiness--of cease-and-desist letters While they're often ominous, cease-and-desist letters can also be
playful while sending a pointed message. Here are the stories behind some.

Jordan Nichole Papanu arrived on planet earth on February The grandfather is doing fine, thank you, but there
is some indication the grandmother has left planet earth. Since the day of the birth, the grandmother has been
conspicuous by her absence at our home. I, the only sane one in our house at the time which is a radical
change , was left to fend for myself. Even though this is our seventh round with grandchildren, you would
think nobody ever had a grandchild before. This only points out the fundamental difference between a
grandmother and grandfather. When I first became a grandfather, I felt left out in the cold. It seemed to me
that grandfathers got the short end of the stick when it came to. Recently, the Gracious Mistress of the
Parsonage and Yours Truly were blessed with the arrival of our seventh grandchild. It seemed to me that
grandfathers got the short end of the stick when it came to grandchildren. Grandfathers are often pushed to the
circumference of activities surrounding the arrival of a grandchild. It was not long before I discovered the true
genius of grandfatherhood. Unless you know how to use your grandfather capital, it really does not mean very
much. It took me quite a while but I think I have mastered the art and craftiness of being a grandfather.
Normally I do not believe in evolution, but I must say this matter of being a grandfather has involved quite an
evolutionary process. Although this process does not begin with a monkey, it just may well end with monkey
business. It all began after our third grandchild was born. I remember the time quite well. My wife had sent me
to the grocery store to get a few items she needed for the evening meal. Being a good husband that I am, I
went to fetch her vittles. Being the absent-minded husband that I am, I did not get everything she asked me to
get. When she saw what I had purchased at the grocery store, she looked at me with one of those looks and
said, "How many times I knew I was in trouble and I knew this lecture would last quite a spell. I looked off
into space and started grinning. I tell her some little thing he might have done and it really does not have to be
true, just likely. Then she takes over. By the time she finished she had completely forgotten that she was in the
midst of giving me a piece of her mind. The rest of the evening past thinking of all those little silly things that
grandchildren do. Not long after that event, we are sitting in the living room watching television. It was a
program I had wanted to see for a long time and was just beginning when I heard across the room at deep,
heavy sigh. I was wondering what Taylor was doing right now. I knew that was good for at least two hours. I
settled back and enjoyed my anticipated TV program. And more importantly, I love being a grandfather. The
art of grandfatherhood is not limited to the home. It was one of those rare occasions when my wife talked me
into going to the mall with her to do some shopping. We had no sooner got into the mall than walking towards
us was Mr. Smith not their real name. Once they corner you, they are good for an entire hour at least. She has
mastered the art of speaking continuously for an hour without taking a breath. I then had another brilliant idea.
For the first time that I knew them, they could not think of anything to say. Finally, they remembered a very
urgent appointment they were almost late for and begged a rain check on the pictures. My wife stood there
holding the photo album with a bewildered look on her face but I had a broad smile all over my mug. I like
what the Bible says about grandfathers. The best inheritance a good man can give his grandchildren is a firm
faith in Jesus Christ. I pity the family that does not have a praying grandfather. Snyder Used With Permission.
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Kim Shimkus cuts fabric at Manouche. The shop is the long-awaited collaboration of artist Jeanine A.
Guncheon and entrepreneur Kim Shimkus, who discussed working together for years before finally making it
happen Aug. The pair go way back: Shimkus explained, laughing, "I used to shop more. Guncheon â€” who
said "I have a checkered past" â€” has had a long career as a fine artist and still goes on the road about six
times a year to show her work. In midlife Guncheon went back to school for a degree in interior design at
Harrington College. When the economy tanked and Shimkus closed the store, Guncheon â€” who says
working with Shimkus was "always in the back of my mind" began to push harder than before for a
partnership. Asked if Guncheon often gets her way, both women laughed. The Manouche vision, says Kim, is
"for the wandering Bohemian" who wants to "wander, discover, adorn. I hope everyone who comes in can
take away a little treasure. Featuring unusual vintage and architectural elements â€” stone carvings from an old
church, antique iron fencing and old railroad signs â€” the space is open, yet full of alluring detail. As an
example, she cites the "Raw Earth" clothing line, pieces made of organically grown cotton, made in Los
Angeles. There are locally-dyed vintage rayon slips used as soft-hued layers. There are necklaces of Tibetan
silver and semiprecious stones for sale. Handmade glazed porcelain mixed with antique and tribal beads by
local jewelry maker bebeka are featured in a glass case. A domestically-made range of handbags features
several create from leather from vintage jackets â€” broken-in to perfection and redesigned for a classic,
artistic look. Mishky bracelets are another fair-trade item. Antique chairs recovered in woven Kilim fabric,
Bolivian textiles and hair-on cowhide go well with old iron pulleys "I love old pulleys! Describing her
customers as ranging "from very sophisticated to very quirky and artistic", Guncheon said she loves the idea
of appreciating the subtle beauty of objects in decay. A display of heavy hotel silverplate sits on a zinc-topped
table.
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